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One of the "editors" on the other board posted this... 
 
"At diver.net net we tolerate only so much then we delete your bum and put a block on
your Kinko’s. That is the part the helps with moral. So you have to ask yourself "do you
want to make our day?"  
 

So much for a free and open board...    
 
Next week I'm going on vacation.  It's going to be a very busy week for the "editors"
over there....
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those who HAVE a clue already know how grossette & co are maturity challenged...I
think it a waste of your time to even consider an effort to change or punish them...that
was the job of it's parents and they failed long ago (aside from wondering what makes 
anyone think chrissy might be smart enough to "learn" any lesson). 
 
Why not just bring the subject matter (the SCUBA stuff) over here and open up a 
discussion. Leave the relentless bicker behind you.   
 
I'm for some arguement...obviously... and certainly don't agree with anyone that says 
or even thinks a post should NOT be challenged OPENLY by any and all but there must 
be a point at which you have made your case and the rest is just an echo. 
 
If someone posts about something over there that raises a concern or interest, bring 
the topic here in your own words and have a REAL "free and open" talk. 
 

Some people are like Slinkies . . . not really good for anything,
but you still can't help but smile when you see one tumble down the stairs.

Quote from JohnB on Yesterday at 10:49:46:

those who HAVE a clue already know how grossette & co are maturity 
challenged...I think it a waste of your time to even consider an effort to 
change or punish them...that was the job of it's parents and they failed long 
ago. 

Why not just bring the subject matter (i.e. the SCUBA stuff) over here and 
open up a discussion. Leave the relentless bicker behind you.   

I'm for some arguement...obviously... and certainly don't agree with anyone 
that says or even thinks a post should NOT be challenged OPENLY by any and 
all but there must be a point at which you have made your case and the rest is 
just an echo. 

If someone posts about something over there that raises a concern or interest, 
bring the topic here in your own words and have a REAL free and open talk. 

 
I know I should just let it go... 
 
But... 
 
They have pissed me off, soooo...  I have lots of time on my hands, as much as I want
actually. 
I also have a lot of talented people working for me... 
 
Trust me Chrisy boy and his "helper" will be very busy....   

...but I understand.
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Some people are like Slinkies . . . not really good for anything,
but you still can't help but smile when you see one tumble down the stairs.

Quote from JohnB on Yesterday at 10:49:46:

those who HAVE a clue already know how grossette & co are maturity 
challenged...I think it a waste of your time to even consider an effort to 
change or punish them...that was the job of it's parents and they failed long 
ago (aside from wondering what makes anyone think chrissy might be smart 
enough to "learn" any lesson). 

Low blow you Turd . . .(one thing to be critical --entirely different matter when you 

insult personal. . .  )

"That which doesn't kill me makes me more . . .(sore the next morning)..."

Quote from Kevrumbo on Yesterday at 11:56:38:

Quote from JohnB on Yesterday at 10:49:46:

those who HAVE a clue already know how grossette & co are maturity 
challenged...I think it a waste of your time to even consider an effort 
to change or punish them...that was the job of it's parents and they 
failed long ago (aside from wondering what makes anyone think 
chrissy might be smart enough to "learn" any lesson). 

Low blow you Turd . . .(one thing to be critical --entirely different matter when 

you insult personal. . .  ) 

 
I agree witht that in principle.  But in this case it seems that these guys want to make
things personal. 
 
But, come next week Chrissy boy won't have ANY time left to do anything but track 
down and block IP's. 
I think I can hit 400 - 500 unique IP's in a short time each day.  Especially if I have a

little automated help....   
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CALIFORNIA * 
 
(c) Except as provided in subdivision (h), any person who commits any of the following 
acts is guilty of a public offense: 
 
(5) Knowingly and without permission disrupts or causes the disruption of computer 
services or denies or causes the denial of computer services to an authorized user of a 
computer, computer system, or computer network. 
 
Statute Name Trespass/ 
Intrusion Tampering/ 
Destruction Fraud Unauthorized Use Interruption of services Piracy Privacy/ 
Invasion Punishment  
CAL. PENAL CODE § 501 (C)(5) X X Up to 3 years imprisonment  
 
Many organizations can suffer financial loss as a result of a denial-of-service attack and 
may wish to pursue criminal or civil charges against the intruder. For legal advice, we 
recommend that you consult with your legal counsel and law enforcement.  
 
U.S. sites interested in an investigation of a denial-of-service attack can contact their 
local FBI field office for guidance and information. For contact information for your local 
FBI field office, please consult your local telephone directory or see the FBI's contact 
information web page:  
 
http://www.fbi.gov/contactus.htm  
 

I doubt you know much about the subject and it's loooong history AND since your
dialog seems to top out at "turd", I'll just say I wasn't intending to be "critical".  I'd be
critical if I cared at all about it bettering itself...I was expressing my complete lack of 
respect for it and it's parents (whoever they are they raised a narrow minded dork). 
 
I notice you have no compunction about tossing childish insult of a personal nature in 
the most hipocritical fashion... and when you weren't even part of the discussion.
 Perhaps you could spice up your posts if you were to find some alternatives for "Turd"

in your lil' theasaurus.  
 
What had been proposed would not qualify as a "denial of service" and cannot be 
considered as a causing financial loss.  400 hits in one day is considered a VERY minor
traffic flow...AND would not cause the website itself to bog or halt. It appears to be 
meant to cause the moderator or admin of the site to waste time trying to arrange a 
block for each IP recognized...not at all unlawful 
 
Just one more on my way to 1 BILLION posts! 

Some people are like Slinkies . . . not really good for anything,
but you still can't help but smile when you see one tumble down the stairs.
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Quote from Max_Bottomtime on Yesterday at 22:45:49:

CALIFORNIA * 

(c) Except as provided in subdivision (h), any person who commits any of the 
following acts is guilty of a public offense: 

(5) Knowingly and without permission disrupts or causes the disruption of 
computer services or denies or causes the denial of computer services to an 
authorized user of a computer, computer system, or computer network. 

Statute Name Trespass/ 
Intrusion Tampering/ 
Destruction Fraud Unauthorized Use Interruption of services Piracy Privacy/ 
Invasion Punishment 
CAL. PENAL CODE § 501 (C)(5) X X Up to 3 years imprisonment 

Many organizations can suffer financial loss as a result of a denial-of-service 
attack and may wish to pursue criminal or civil charges against the intruder. 
For legal advice, we recommend that you consult with your legal counsel and 
law enforcement. 

U.S. sites interested in an investigation of a denial-of-service attack can 
contact their local FBI field office for guidance and information. For contact 
information for your local FBI field office, please consult your local telephone 
directory or see the FBI's contact information web page: 

http://www.fbi.gov/contactus.htm 

 
Nice try, but there are a few problems with you thought process on this one. 
 
Let's start with this.... 
 
You see all I want to do is get on what seems to be a public forum.  There's not
registration required to access that board, no fees charged, no user name or password 
requirement.  It's not a moderated list such as Dive Bums for instance. 
 
It's even advertised as a FREE and OPEN forum... 
 
Certainly my typing in a URL and hitting enter to access that public forum isn't going to
disrupt it in any way. 
Isn't that how you get to it?  Are you "disrupting" it by doing so.... 
 
Phil, that's just surface scratch on why you little web search doesn't apply...
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Quote from JohnB on Today at 02:33:28:

I doubt you know much about the subject and it's loooong history AND since 
your dialog seems to top out at "turd", I'll just say I wasn't intending to be 
"critical".  I'd be critical if I cared at all about it bettering itself...I was
expressing my complete lack of respect for it and it's parents (whoever they 
are they raised a narrow minded dork). 

I notice you have no compunction about tossing childish insult of a personal 
nature in the most hipocritical fashion... and when you weren't even part of 
the discussion.  Perhaps you could spice up your posts if you were to find

some alternatives for "Turd" in your lil' theasaurus.  

Then you've just shown what you have: "¡La Mente de Mierda!" 
Is that enough spice for you, Okole Head? 
(Take your time, find that in your own lil' Spanish & Hawaiian Thesaurus, you Turd . . .)

"That which doesn't kill me makes me more . . .(sore the next morning)..."


